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About the Book 
 

Whoever heard of a bookish cowboy? When Logan McDaniel’s brother-in-law dies, he steps in 

to help his beloved sister run her ranch. But what does a city boy know of herding cattle?  

Claire Langley loved her cousin. After he dies, she agrees to serve as a temporary nanny for two 

heartbroken children. Claire and Logan find they share a love of books, and Claire can’t resist 

the nerdy uncle who is great with children and who reads to her of pirate romance, but Claire’s 

ailing mother needs her in Seattle. Can she break away? And if she does, can there ever be a 

future for Logan and her?  
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TITLE: Her Nerdy Cowboy  

Discussion:  

Question 1: Both the hero and heroine step in to help a beloved family member. Have you ever 

had to serve in a heroic way?  

Answer 1: (varies) 

Question 2: Sometimes we might hesitate to help because we're busy, or afraid. Maybe we're 

concerned if we "get involved," our involvement will become permanent. Has fear ever kept you 

from jumping in to help where/when needed? 

Answer 2: (varies) 

Question 3: For his sister, bookish Logan is willing to attempt to play cowboy. What is the 

furthest stretch you've had to make in order to help someone? 

Answer 3: (varies) 

Question 4: Claire must decide between serving her beloved cousin's widowed wife and 

returning to her ailing mother's bedside. Have you ever had to choose between competing 

priorities? How did you make the decision? 

Answer 4: (varies) 

Question 5: Sometimes during a crisis, we feel we're never going to reach the end. How do you 

hold on to hope during trials? 

Answer 5: (varies) 
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